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ABSTRACT
A numerical study was undertaken to investigate the mechanical properties of metal-ceramic
nanolayered composites. The model system features alternating thin films of aluminum (Al)
and silicon carbide (SiC). Finite element modeling was employed to analyze the
nanoindentation and microcompression behavior. This modeling study treats the
heterogeneous structure of the material explicitly, and seeks to correlate the overall material
response with the intrinsic deformation characteristics.

We first report on the nanoindentation behavior of the Al/SiC composites. Two material
systems were considered: Al/SiC multilayers free of substrate and Al/SiC above the silicon
(Si) substrate. The numerical model features a conical indenter within the axisymmetric
simulation framework. For the Al/SiC multilayers free of substrate, a valid composite elastic
response can be retrieved beyond a certain depth. The effective modulus was found to be
vii

representative of the out-of-plane modulus of the multilayer composite. For the Al/SiC
multilayers above Si substrate, the effects of the substrate material and heterogeneity of the
composite play an important role in the modulus and hardness determination. Significant
tensile stresses can be generated locally along certain directions. The unloading process leads
to an expansion of the tension-stressed area and continuation of plastic flow in parts of the Al
layers. The unloading response is therefore much more complex than the conventional elastic
recovery process as seen in homogeneous materials.

Attention was then turned to the viscoplastic effects during indentation. Within the present
modeling framework, we found that a hold time at the peak load can help to obtain a reliable
hardness value, while elastic modulus does not seem to be affected by the hold. The
multilayers display a less significant time-dependent behavior, compared to the case of a
single-layer material.

Finally we report on the composite pillar behavior under micro-compression tests. It was
found that the base material connected to the pillar plays a significant role in the measured
mechanical response. It is essential to take into account the base and indenter compliances to
obtain a reliable stress-strain relationship. The multilayered pillar deforms in a non-uniform
way under compression, especially when a tapered side wall included in the numerical model.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
In the past several decades, the quality of our lives has been significantly improved by the
inventions of various devices, including medical devices, computers, cell phones and satellite
services. All these inventions are based on the development of novel materials: new metal
alloys, new ceramics and polymers, and new biomaterials.

Most of the novel materials being studied today are small scaled materials, in some cases,
nanomaterials. Nanomaterials are called “the future of materials”. Nanotechnology is an
emerging and rapidly growing field. Generally materials or devices with the feature size of
100 nanometers or smaller, can be called nanomaterials or nanodevices. Many of the devices
and systems used in modern industry are already in the nano-scale domain.

Nanomaterials may possess advantages of extremely high strength, fatigue resistance,
thermal resistance, wear resistance and bio-compatibility, compared with traditional material.
The current research interests on nanomaterials generally encompass the following three
major areas: synthesis and fabrication, properties and characterization, and applications.
Synthesis techniques include various physical and chemical processes as well as lithography.
The properties include mechanical, thermal, chemical, electronic, magnetic, and optical,
among others. Nanomaterials are finding applications in area spanning from structural
coatings to microelectronics.

1

In this dissertation, the focus is on the mechanical properties of metal-ceramic
nanocomposites. We utilized aluminum (Al)/silicon carbide (SiC) nanolaminates as a model
system. The geometric layout is sufficiently simple so a systematic investigation can be
attempted. On the practical side, micro or nanolayered metal-metal and metal-ceramic
composites can possess high strength, high toughness and high damage tolerance so they may
be further developed for a wide variety of structural applications.

Traditional mechanical testing methods for bulk materials are not easily used on small-scale
structures. The indentation technique has become the most popular approach to characterize
their mechanical properties. The microcompression test on specially fabricated specimens
such as a pillar, which was developed only in the past several years, is another appealing
technique.

In this work, numerical models were constructed and extensive simulations were carried out.
We aim at correlating the modeling analyses with the experiments carried out by our
collaborators at Arizona State University. Figure 1.1 (a) and (b) show two representative
cross-sectioned images of the Al/SiC multilayer structure. The nanolaminated composites
were fabricated by magnetron sputtering of Al and SiC thin films, which resulted in
polycrystalline Al layers with a columnar grain structure and amorphous SiC layers, on a
silicon (Si) substrate. All the analyses reported in this dissertation are centered around this
nanocomposite system.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 1.1: Scanning electron micrographs of Al/SiC multilayers cross-sectioned by Focused Ion Beam
(FIB): (a) 7-layer Al50SiC50 and (b) 41 layer Al50SiC50, Courtesy of N. Chawla and D. R. P. Singh
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Chapter 2 Literature review
Synthetic and natural composite laminates have been shown to exhibit a combination of
excellent strength and toughness [1]. Composite laminates on the nano-scale with unique
properties have been developed. These composites have been investigated in many different
layered combinations: Metal-metal composites [2-8], metal-ceramic composites [9-15], and
ceramic-ceramic composites [16-18]. Metal-ceramic nanolaminate systems can exhibit a
combination of high strength, high toughness, damage tolerance, as well as their potential
applications in functional devices [12, 13, 19-36].

Because these composites have a feature size at the nano-scale, characterization of their
mechanical response has been relying on nanoindentation. Nanoindentation is an indentation
test in which the indenting depth is at the scale of nanometers to micrometers.
Nanoindentation is also called instrumented indentation and depth-sensing indentation. It is a
relatively new technology, which has been developed in the past three decades. An
indentation test requires minimal material preparation, and can be performed multiple times
on a single specimen. The choice of applied load and indenter tip geometry enables the
probing of different volumes and shapes of materials. Many important topics about
nanoindentation are covered in the book “Nanoindentation” [37], which includes most
popular methods of nanoindentation tests, the theory behind the extraction of elastic modulus
and hardness from the load-displacement data, and the methods of operation of the present
commercial instruments. Also in an article “Instrumented indentation testing” [38], a very
thorough introduction on nanoindentation was presented.
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Figure 2.1 shows the schematic of a nanoindenter. Nanoindentation tests are controlled
through computers. The distance the indenter travels is in the range of several nanometers to
several micrometers. The forces are within several millinewtons. The system is sensitive to
mechanical vibration and thermal drift. A specimen is required to have a very smooth and flat
surface. In a test cycle of nanoindentation, loading and unloading process could be
continuous. The distances and forces are constantly recorded throughout the test cycle. The
load could also be applied through many small increments and each increment is followed by
an unloading increment, which gives the contact stiffness at that particular load, which is
called the continuous stiffness measurement (CSM) method. These recorded data are later
used to determine hardness and elastic modulus.

Figure 2.1: Schematic of a nanoindenter [38].
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Figure 2.2 shows the schematic of different shapes of indenter tips. The Vickers indenter,
Berkovich indenter and Knoop indenter are all pyramidal indenters, which have a normally
sharp tip and could be used on small scale samples. Conical indenters also have a sharp tip,
but it is hard to manufacture a true sharp tip for conical indenters in real life. The Rockwell
indenter is a conical indenter with a round tip. Spherical indenters are usually made of
hardened steel or tungsten carbide.

Figure 2.2: Schematics of indenter with different tips.

A Berkovich indenter is a three faced pyramid indenter, which is generally used in smallscale indentation tests. It normally has a face angle (angle between face and central axis) of
65.3˚. Figure 2.3 shows a schematic of the Berkovich indenter. A very hard material, like
diamond, is usually chosen to make the indenter.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of the Berkovich indenter (a) Indenter impression tip with the face angle of 65.3˚
and the contact depth of hc. (b) Top view of the impression area [90].

In conventional indentation tests, the contact area between the indenter and the specimen is
directly measured from the residual impression left on the specimen. It is difficult to measure
the area of the impression when the length scale is very small. For nanoindentation tests, the
area is calculated through the depth the indenter penetrates into the specimen (h c ) and with
known geometry of the indenter. Figure 2.4 shows the schematic of contact between a
specimen and a conical indenter during an indentation test. Here h is the total displacement;
h c is the penetration depth; h f is the final displacement after unloading; a is the radius of the
contact area at the penetration depth of h c . The method for obtaining elastic modulus and
hardness of the test material will be given in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of contact between a specimen and a conical indenter during an indentation test
[39].

Existing theories for extracting material properties from indentation response are based on
the assumption that the material being indented is a homogeneous body with a unique set of
properties [37, 39-45]. There have been a large number of works focusing on the finite
element modeling of nanoindentation [e.g. 46-50]. However, many materials like
nanolaminates contain microstructural constituents with distinctly different mechanical
properties. How this heterogeneity will affect the measurement of effective material
properties using indentation is still poorly understood [41]. A continuum-based numerical
study focusing on the effective hardness of multilayers has been reported [51]. Under the
ideal elastic-perfectly plastic assumption, it was shown that the indentation hardness, upon
conversion to plastic flow stress, underestimates the overall strength of the composite. The
stress state under the indenter in monolithic materials is inherently complex. This stress state
is even more complex in metal-ceramic nanolaminates because of the intrinsic heterogeneity
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introduced by alternating hard and soft layers. Most of these composites are made by
deposition of thin films on a substrate, such as Si, which can also affect the indentation
response [52]. Furthermore, internal damages may take place during the indentation process.
The precise nature and evolution of damage in these composites are not well understood.
Therefore, the present work to study and characterize the multilayered material becomes very
important for gaining a fundamental understanding of the indentation behavior of the layered
composite.

In the past several years, a new technique of microcompression on free standing pillar-shaped
materials was developed to investigate the mechanical behavior at the micro- and nano-scale
[53-64]. The pillar samples with the size of a few hundred nanometers to several micrometers
are prepared by focused ion beam (FIB) milling. The compression tests are conducted using a
modified nanoindentation device with a flat-punch indenter tip. The flat-punch indenter is
usually produced by truncating the tip of a Berkovich indenter. The pillar is always attached
to a base material (the original substrate). Some researchers have proposed new techniques
such as directionally solidification [65], and photolithography [66, 67] to produce the pillar
sample. In order to avoid the buckling which usually happens when compressing on a thin
and long pillar, a technique of tensile tests rather than compression on the pillar sample has
also been developed [68]. In most of the cases, the samples are cylindrical, although other
type of pillar like a square cross section [69, 70], does exist.

In most of the studies, the sample is a single crystal and the purpose is to study the size
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effects on elastic and plastic properties of the material [71]. Some finite element simulations
were carried out to investigate the sample geometry and deformations during
microcompression tests [72, 73]. There has not been work about microcompression tests on a
multilayered pillar reported in the literature. In this dissertation, we perform numerical
simulation on multilayer composite pillars and compare the numerical results with the
experimental observations.
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Chapter 3 Background Study: Homogeneous Materials and Simple FilmSubstrate Systems

In this chapter, several simple models are utilized for the indentation simulation. We focus on
the following issues: obtaining effective elastic modulus and hardness through indentation,
the substrate effects on elastic modulus and hardness, and the role of plastic properties in
calculating indentation-derived elastic modulus.

3.1 Model
Two model systems are considered for indentation. One is a homogeneous material (pure Al);
the other is a single film on a Si substrate. Figure 3.1 (a) and (b) show a piece of
homogeneous block and a single film on substrate, respectively. Several thin film materials
are studied: Al films with various yield strengths and SiC film.

2

1
3

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic showing a homogeneous block. (b) Schematic showing a single film on
substrate.
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3.2 Indentation modeling
Simulations of indentation were based on an axisymmetric model featuring a rigid conical
indenter. Figure 3.2 (a) and (b) shows the schematic of the model of indentation onto the
specimen. The left boundary is treated as the symmetry axis. The semi-angle of the conical
indenter is 70.3°, resulting in a same projected area as that of a Berkovich indenter [37].

rigid indenter

rigid indenter

single film

Pure Al
substrate

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: (a) Schematic showing the specimen of pure Al and the boundary conditions for indentation
modeling. The specimen and indenter both possess axial symmetry about the left boundary. The rigid
indenter has a semi-angle of 70.3°. (b) Schematic showing the specimen of a single film on Si substrate
with all other conditions the same as in (a).

Although there is no intrinsic length scale in the analysis, it is convenient to associate the
model with specific physical dimensions. The overall size of the entire specimen is taken as
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40 μm in lateral span (radius) and 43 μm in height. During deformation the left boundary is
allowed to move only in the 2-direction. The bottom boundary is allowed to move only in the
1-direction. The right boundary is not constrained. The top boundary is also free to move,
except when contact with the indenter is established, the surface portion engaged by the
indenter is restricted to follow the indenter contour. The coefficient of friction at the contact
is taken to be 0.1, which is a typical value for the diamond/metal contact pair [74, 75].

The indentation-derived elastic modulus from the simulation is obtained according to the
method proposed by Oliver and Pharr [39]. The method is based on the expression:
S=β

2

π

(3.1)

Er A

where S is contact stiffness obtained from the initial unloading slope of an indentation loaddisplacement curve, A is the projected contact area at the onset of unloading, β is an indenter
geometry-dependent dimensionless parameter close to unity, and E r is the reduced modulus
given by
1 1 −ν 2 1 −ν i
.
=
+
Er
E
Ei
2

(3.2)

In Equation (3.2) E and ν are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively, of the
material being tested, and E i and ν i are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio,
respectively, of the indenter. The term containing E i and ν i in Equation (3.2) was not used in
the present analysis (Chapter 3 and Chapter 4) because a rigid indenter is employed here. It
will be used in the following chapters where the indenter is elastic. When calculating the
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contact stiffness S, the data from top 50% of the curve is used to fit a quadratic equation (for
conical indenter [39]) and then to obtain the slope at the initial point of the curve. When
calculating the projected contact area A, the last nodal point on the top surface in contact with
the indenter was identified in the deformed finite element mesh so the effect of pileup
resulting from the indentation was taken into account.

The indentation-derived hardness from the simulation is obtained from the following
expression:
H=

P
A

(3.3)

where H is the hardness, P is the applied load (reaction force); and A is the projected contact
area at the given load P.

The finite element program ABAQUS (Version 6.5, Dassault Systemes Simulia Corp.,
Providence, RI) was employed in the calculations. A total of 174267 linear elements were
used in the model, with a finer mesh size near the upper-left corner. Figure 3.3 (a) shows the
overall mesh of the whole model. Figure 3.3 (b) shows a zoomed in image of the upper left
corner of the specimen. Most of the elements are four-node rectangular elements. Three-node
triangular elements are included for smooth transitioning of element size.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: (a) A representative mesh of a single Al film on Si substrate. (b) Detailed mesh at the upper
left corner of the model in (a).

3.3 Numerical results
a) Material properties
In the finite element modeling, the material properties of Al, SiC, Si and diamond are needed.
The Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν, used as input parameters, were: E Al = 59 GPa,

ν Al = 0.33, E SiC = 277 GPa, ν SiC = 0.17, E Si = 187 GPa, ν Si = 0.28, E Dia = 1141 GPa and ν Dia
= 0.07. The input plastic response of Al, based on the tensile loading data of single-layer Al
[30], is illustrated in Figure 3.4 (a) with initial yield strength of 200 MPa. The yield strength
of SiC used in the modeling, 8770 MPa, was estimated from the indentation hardness of a
single-layer SiC film (from experiment the SiC layers were amorphous and displayed a
15

plastic-type response [30]) and is shown in Figure 3.4 (b).
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Figure 3.4: (a) Stress-strain response of Al (b) Stress-strain response of SiC, used as input in the finite
element modeling.
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b) Calibration of β factor
The indentation model is shown in Figure 3.2 (a). The specimen is pure aluminum with a
thickness of 43 μm. Figure 3.5 shows a representative indentation load-displacement curve
with a maximum indentation depth at 700 nm. The initial slope during unloading was used to
calculate the indentation-derived elastic modulus of the material. As in Equation (3.1), the
indentation-derived modulus is related with β, which is an indenter geometry-dependent
dimensionless parameter close to unity. To determine the elastic modulus from our
simulation, the parameter β needs to be calibrated first. Figure 3.6 shows the numerical
results of the indentation-derived elastic modulus as a function of indentation depth. The
maximum indentation depth considered is 700 nm. It shows a constant modulus value over
the range of indentation depth. We need to adjust the β value to be able to recover a modulus
of 59 GPa for Al. The value is found to be 1.06 and it will be used for all models with the
same geometry and the same rigid indenter. Similarly we found β to be 1.04 for the model
with the same geometry but with a diamond indenter to be used in the later chapters.
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Figure 3.5: A representative indentation load-displacement response obtained from the finite element
modeling. This curve corresponds to the homogeneous model of pure Al, with the maximum indentation
depth at 700 nm.
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Figure 3.6: Numerical result showing the indentation derived Young’s modulus of Al as a function of the
indentation depth with β =1.06 for the rigid indenter.
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c) Substrate effects
The model is shown in Figure 3.2 (b). The upper portion is an Al film of 5 μm thickness
while the bottom portion is a Si substrate of 38 μm thickness. Figure 3.7 shows the numerical
results of the indentation-derived elastic modulus as a function of indentation depth. The
maximum indentation depth shown is 1.5 μm. It does not show a constant modulus value
over the range of indentation depth considered. Elastic modulus keeps increasing as the
indentation goes deeper. This is due to the substrate effect which apparently exists
throughout the indentation range. Note that the first indentation point shown in Figure 3.7 is
only at 2% of the film thickness.
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Figure 3.7: Indentation-derived elastic modulus as a function of the indentation depth for Al on Si.
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Figure 3.8 shows the numerical results of the indentation-derived hardness as a function of
indentation depth. The maximum indentation depth shown is 1.5 μm. It shows a near constant
hardness value over the whole indentation range. The results in Figure3.8 illustrated that, for
hardness measurement, a fairly constant value can be obtained even if the indentation is
relatively deep (up to 30% of the film thickness in Figure 3.8). As for the elastic modulus, the
substrate effect is already significant even when the indentation is at a few percentage of the
film thickness.
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Figure 3.8: Indentation-derived hardness as a function of the indentation depth for Al on Si.
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d) Effects of plastic properties of Al
The model has the same geometry as the one in section (c). The upper portion is an Al film
of 5 μm while the bottom portion is a Si substrate of 38 μm. Three systems with different
initial yield strength of Al are considered: 200 MPa, 1200 MPa and 2200 MPa. Figure 3.9
shows the numerical results of the indentation-derived elastic modulus as a function of
indentation depth. The maximum indentation depth shown is 500 nm. The modulus values of
Al with different yield strength are very close to one another. Therefore, under the current
model configuration, the indentation-derived elastic modulus is essentially independent of
the input plastic behavior in the finite element model. This is also consistent with other
theoretical and/or numerical studies [42, 76]. In the remainder of this chapter and Chapter 4
where indentation derived elastic modulus of the Al/SiC multilayer composites are
considered, the yield strength of SiC will be set to be the same as that of Al, to avoid
indenting extremely hard layers for improving computational efficiency. In later chapters the
“hard” SiC properties will be included in the model.
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Figure 3.9: Indentation-derived elastic modulus as a function of the indentation depth for Al with
different yield strength on Si.

e) SiC film on Si substrate
The model has the same geometry as the one in section (c). The upper portion is a SiC film
of 5 μm while the bottom portion is a Si substrate of 38 μm. Figure 3.10 shows the numerical
results of the indentation-derived elastic modulus as a function of indentation depth. The
maximum indentation depth shown is 1 μm. It does not show a constant modulus value over
the range of indentation depth considered. Elastic modulus keeps decreasing as the
indentation goes deeper due to the substrate effect.
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Figure 3.10: Indentation-derived elastic modulus as a function of the indentation depth for SiC on Si.

f) Indenter size effects
In this section, we investigate the effects of the size and shape of the indenter used in the
finite element analysis. This is an important preliminary issue in all indentation modeling
efforts, although to our knowledge, there has never been a systematic study reported. We
construct three models with different elastic indenters and one model with a rigid indenter.
The material being indented is a homogeneous Al body. Elastic indenter I (Figure 3.11 (a))
has a height of 1 µm; elastic indenter II (Figure 3.11 (b)) has a height of 5 µm and it is tall
and thin; elastic indenter III (Figure 3.11 (c)) has a height of 5 µm and it has a triangle shape.
All the elastic indenters and the rigid indenter have a semi-angle of 70.3⁰.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.11: Schematic of the elastic indenters.

The elastic moduli and hardness resulting of the four models with different indenters are
plotted in Figure 3.12 (a) and (b). The modulus values of the three models with elastic
indenter were a little lower than, but still quite close to, the value of the model with rigid
indenter. In general, the modulus value decreases with an increasing indenter size. For
hardness values, there is no significant difference among the four models.
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Figure 3.12: (a) Elastic modulus as a function of the indentation depth for different indenters (b)
Hardness as a function of the indentation depth for different indenters.
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3.4 Conclusions
The geometry-dependent dimensionless parameter β used in the calculation of indentationderived modulus is calibrated to be 1.06 for rigid indenter model and 1.04 for elastic indenter
model. For a model system of a single film on substrate, the substrate does make an impact
on elastic modulus, but not as much on hardness. For elastic modulus the substrate effect
exists even at very shallow indentation. The hardness value is not affected by the substrate
within the range of indentation depth considered. For a single Al film with different yield
strengths, the indentation-derived modulus values were found to be very close to one another.
Therefore, under the current model configuration, the elastic modulus is essentially
independent of the input plastic behavior in the finite element model. For models with
different indenter sizes, the indentation-derived modulus value decreases with an increasing
indenter size and the hardness is essentially not affected.
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Chapter 4 Effective Elastic Response of “Infinite” Layers

In this chapter, we focus on the effective elastic modulus of the metal-ceramic multilayers
obtained from indentation. Our model system consists of alternating layers of Al and SiC.
The true effective elastic response of the composite was represented by a homogeneous
anisotropic material. The elastic constants of the composite were obtained by a combination
of analytical and numerical means under uniaxial compression loading. Finite element
modeling of indentation into the homogeneous material was then employed to calculate the
indentation-derived modulus. The indentation-derived modulus and the “true” composite
modulus were compared. In addition, finite element modeling of indentation was conducted
with the multilayers modeled explicitly. The primary objectives of this analysis are (i) to
determine if the true elastic response of the multilayers can be extracted from instrumented
indentation, and (ii) to see how the indentation-derived modulus compares with the actual
anisotropic elastic properties of the composite. Results presented in this chapter have been
published in [77].

4.1 Overall elastic properties
Figure 4.1 shows a schematic of the multilayer structure which is composed of a large
number of alternating metal and ceramic layers. The individual layers are isotropic, each with
an in-plane dimension (along the 1- and 3-directions) much greater than the out-of-plane
dimension (the 2-direction). All interfaces between adjacent layers are assumed to be
perfectly bonded so the displacement field across the interface is continuous. Although the
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individual layer thickness may be conceived to be in the micrometer or nanometer range,
there is no intrinsic length scale involved in the present scheme.

2

1
3

Figure 4.1: Schematic showing the alternating metal-ceramic layers considered in this study.

If the composite in Figure 4.1 is treated as a homogeneous material, its anisotropic elastic
properties can be represented by a set of elastic constants. It is convenient to start with the
generalized Hooke’s law for an orthotropic material system:

ε 11   1 / E11
ε   − ν / E
 22   12 11
ε 33   − ν 13 / E11
 =
0
γ 12  
γ 13  
0
  
0
γ 23  

− ν 21 / E22
1 / E22

− ν 31 / E33
− ν 32 / E33

− ν 23 / E22
0
0
0

1 / E33
0
0
0

0
0
0
1 / G12
0
0
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 σ 33 
   , (4.1)
0  σ 12 
0  σ 13 
 
1 / G23  σ 23 
0
0
0

where ε, γ, σ, E, G and ν represent the normal strain, shear strain, stress, Young’s modulus,
shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively. The coordinate axes are based on those
defined in Figure 4. 1. For an orthotropic material the following relations hold true [78]:

ν 12
E11

=

ν 21
E 22

,

ν 13
E11

=

ν 31
E33

,

ν 23
E 22

=

ν 32
E33

.

(4.2)

Therefore there are a total of 9 independent elastic constants (which may be taken as E 11 , E 22 ,
E 33 , ν 12 , ν 13 , ν 23 , G 12 , G 13 and G 23 ). The multilayered structure considered here is a special
case of the orthotropic material: It is transversely isotropic along the 13-plane. As a
consequence,
E 11 = E 33 , G 12 = G 23 , ν 21 = ν 23 , ν 12 = ν 32 , ν 13 = ν 31 , G13 =

E11
.
2(1 + ν 13 )

(4.3)

There are now only 5 independent elastic constants, which may be chosen as E 11 , E 22 , ν 12 ,
ν 13 and G 12 . These 5 constants are determined following the approach outlined below.
A simple way to compute the magnitudes of E 11 and E 22 of the composite, is to use the
relations based on the isostrain condition (Voigt model) and isostress condition (Reuss
model), respectively. The composite modulus E c in the isostrain condition (E 11 ) is:
Ec = E Al f A / + ESiC f SiC ,

(4.4)

while in the isostress case (E 22 ),
Ec =

1
f Al
f
+ SiC
E Al ESiC

.

(4.5)

Here f represents the volume fraction of the constituents denoted by the subscripts. It should
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be noted that Equations (4.4) and (4.5) are derived under a one-dimensional assumption so
care must be taken in directly applying them to the material considered here. For instance,
when the layered composite is subject to loading along the 1-direction, uneven deformation
in the 3-direction between layers will occur due to the different Poisson’s ratios of Al and
SiC. This will generate stresses in the 3-direction and, in turn, will affect the stresses in the 1direction and thus the longitudinal composite modulus, E 11 . Similarly, when the loading is
along the 2-direction, the strains along the same direction in the two materials will not be the
same. Unequal lateral deformations between the layers will occur, which will in turn affect
stresses in the 2-direction, and thus, the transverse composite modulus, E 22 . Thus, depending
on the magnitude of the elastic constants, significant errors may exist if one uses these onedimensional approximations (Equations (4.4) and (4.5)). As a consequence, in the present
study we use finite element modeling of overall uniaxial loading of the multilayers to
accurately determine the necessary elastic constants, as described below.

Figure 4.2 shows a schematic of compressive loading of the multilayered structure. The
composite Young’s moduli were calculated from the ratio of stress and strain along the
direction of interest, and the composite Poisson’s ratios were calculated from the respective
strain ratios. In the actual numerical model only two representative layers were included with
appropriate boundary conditions imposed such that a periodic stacking along the transverse
(out-of-plane) direction and an infinite dimension in the longitudinal (in-plane) direction
were ensured. This was accomplished by setting the top and bottom boundaries to remain
horizontal and the side boundaries to remain vertical during deformation, similar to the
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unit-cell approach for simulating particle-matrix composite systems [79, 80]. The calculated
composite response is the “true” effective property of the entire multilayer structure with all
three-dimensional features accounted for. The longitudinal loading configuration in Figure
4.2 (a) was used for obtaining E 11 , ν 12 and ν 13 , and the transverse loading configuration in
Figure 4.2 (b) was used for obtaining E 22 .
Al
SiC
Al
SiC
:
:

(a)

Al
SiC
Al
SiC
:
:
2
1
(b)
Figure 4.2: Schematics showing the (a) longitudinal and (b) transverse loading configurations for
modeling the overall elastic response of the multilayered composite.
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The remaining elastic constant to be determined is G 12 . It can be directly obtained from the
analytical expression
G12 = [

f Al
f
+ SiC ]−1 ,
G Al GSiC

(4.6)

which is based on the equivalent shear stress condition [81]. The five independent elastic
constants are then used as input parameters for simulating indentation of the “homogenized”
Al/SiC composite.

4.2 Indentation modeling
Simulations of indentation were based on an axisymmetric model featuring a rigid conical
indenter as used in Chapter 3. Two models of the same geometry were considered: one with
the Al and SiC layers explicitly accounted for and the other a homogeneous block possessing
the anisotropic elastic property of the Al/SiC composite. They are henceforth referred to as
the “multilayer model” and “homogenized model,” respectively. Note that the two models
have exactly the same overall elastic behavior. Figure 4.3 shows the schematic of the model
of indentation into the multilayer. In the upper portion of the model there are a total of 100
alternating layers of Al and SiC. Although this model is intended to represent the real
composite with an “infinite” number of layers, a homogenized Al/SiC material having the
anisotropic composite property is placed underneath the 100 explicit layers. The main
purpose of this is to improve computational efficiency by allowing a coarser mesh size in the
less deformed lower region. Very small elements have to be employed within the layered
region to sufficiently resolve the geometry-limited deformation field.
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The overall size of the entire specimen is the same as the model used in Chapter 3, which is
40 μm in lateral span (radius) and 43 μm in height. The region containing 100 layers of Al
and SiC has a total thickness of 5 µm. In the case of the homogenized model, both the Al and
SiC layers in Figure 4.3 were simply replaced by the homogenized Al/SiC composite. The
boundary conditions are the same as those in Chapter 3. The input elastic properties of Al
and SiC were given in Chapter 3. The input plastic response of SiC used in this chapter is set
to be the same as that of Al to improve computational efficiency. A total of 173,105 linear
elements were used in the model, with a finer mesh size near the upper-left corner. In the
simulation the maximum indentation depth considered is within 2% of the total height and
radius of the specimen, so the edge effect due to the side and bottom boundaries was
negligible (according to our preliminary calculations).

In this work the calculation of the overall anisotropic elastic property for the homogenized
model incorporates the entire span of Al/SiC volume (thickness) ratio from zero to one.
Three specific Al/SiC volume ratios were selected for the indentation modeling: Al50/SiC50,
Al25/SiC75 and Al75/SiC25 (here the numbers represent the thickness of the individual layer,
in nm). Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are used to calculate elastic modulus with a β value of 1.06.
The calculation of indentation-derived modulus (Equation (3.2)) E from E r requires a known
Poisson’s ratio of the composite. Here we used the ν 23 value obtained from the modeling of
overall uniaxial loading of the Al/SiC composite, as described above.
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rigid indenter

100 layers of Al/SiC

Homogenized Al/SiC

Figure 4.3: Schematic showing the multilayer model and the boundary conditions for indentation
modeling. The specimen and indenter both possess axial symmetry about the left boundary. The rigid
indenter has a semi-angle of 70.3°.

4.3 Numerical results
a) Overall elastic properties
We first present the overall elastic properties of the Al/SiC multilayer composite, on the basis
of the approach described in Section 4.1. Figure 4.4 shows the numerically modeled Young’s
modulus values as a function of volume fraction of SiC. For comparison purposes the
modulus values given by the one-dimensional approximation Equations (4.4) and (4.5) are
also included in the figure. It can be seen that the difference between the longitudinal
modulus (E 11 ) and transverse modulus (E 22 ) of the Al/SiC multilayers is quite large.
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In general the numerically modeled E 11 values are close to those given by Equation (4.4), but
there is a significant discrepancy between the numerical E 22 values and those from Equation
(4.5). The inaccuracy of applying the one-dimensional approximation to composite modulus
of the metal/ceramic multilayers is thus illustrated.
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Figure 4.4: Numerical result showing the overall Young’s modulus along the longitudinal direction (E 11 )
and transverse direction (E 22 ) of the Al/SiC multilayers. For comparison the modulus values based on the
one-dimensional assumption (Equations (4.4) and (4.5)) are also included.

The overall elastic response is needed as input properties for the homogenized composite
during indentation modeling, for both the entire test material in the “homogenized model” or
for the lower portion of the “multilayer model.” The five independent elastic constants for
each of the three volume fractions used in the indentation modeling are listed in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 Five independent elastic constants for the three composite models: Al75/SiC25, Al50/SiC50 and
Al25/SiC75.

Composite

E 11 (GPa)

E 22 (GPa)

ν 12

ν 13

G 12 (GPa)

Al75/SiC25

114.2

84.8

0.3215

0.2357

27.8

Al50/SiC50

168.7

116.9

0.2789

0.2002

37.4

Al25/SiC75

222.9

168.3

0.2265

0.1815

56.8

b) Indentation analysis of Al50/SiC50 composite
We now present the results from indentation modeling. Figure 4.5 shows a representative
indentation load-displacement curve for the multilayer model of Al50/SiC50, with a
maximum indentation depth at 100 nm (equal to two initial layer thicknesses in this case). All
other models show the same qualitative features. The initial slope during unloading was used
to calculate the indentation-derived elastic modulus of the composite.
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Figure 4.5: A representative indentation load-displacement response obtained from the finite element
modeling. This curve corresponds to the multilayer model Al50/SiC50, with the maximum indentation
depth at 100 nm.

Figure 4.6 shows the numerical results of the indentation-derived elastic modulus as a
function of indentation depth, for the case of Al50/SiC50. The maximum indentation depth
shown is 700 nm, which corresponds to a depth of 14 initial layer thicknesses. For reference
the modeled result for a pure Al specimen is also included, which shows a constant modulus
value over the range of indentation depth considered. The Al50/SiC50 composite response is
represented by three curves in Figure 4.6: one of the homogenized model and two of the
multilayer model. The difference in the two multilayer cases is the material used as the
topmost layer, Al or SiC.
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Figure 4.6: Indentation-derived elastic modulus, obtained from the finite element analysis, of the
Al50/SiC50 composite as a function of the indentation depth. The result of pure Al is also included for
reference. In addition to the homogenized model, two curves for the multilayer model are presented: one
with Al being the topmost layer and the other with SiC being the topmost layer.

It can be seen from Figure 4.6 that, when the indentation is relatively shallow, the response
of the multilayer model is sensitive to the first-layer material in contact with the indenter. If
Al is the topmost layer, the elastic modulus is relatively low and vice versa. The three curves
tend to converge when the indentation depth is large (beyond about 400-500 nm, or 8-10
initial layer thicknesses). The merging of the curve of the multilayer model (with Al on top)
to that of the homogenized model appears at an even smaller indentation depth. We can
conclude that, when performing nanoindentation tests on metal-ceramic multilayers
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consisting of a large number of layers, a depth of indentation beyond several initial layer
thicknesses may be sufficient for generating the “true” elastic response of the composite.
c) Other Al/SiC thickness ratios
Next we consider results of the Al75/SiC25 and Al25/SiC75 composites. Only the multilayer
model with Al being the topmost layer is presented here. Figure 4.7 shows the modeled
indentation-derived elastic modulus as a function of indentation depth. The result of
Al50/SiC50 is also included in the figure for comparison. The modulus variation follows the
same trend in all three cases. With a sufficient indentation depth a steady modulus value can
be reached. The numerical values are 83.9 GPa, 114.9 GPa, and 167.9 GPa for Al75/SiC25,
Al50/SiC50, and Al25/SiC75, respectively.
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Figure 4.7: Indentation-derived elastic modulus as a function of the indentation depth for the composites
Al75/SiC25, Al50/SiC50 and Al25/SiC75.
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The correlation between the indentation-derived elastic modulus, which is a single value, and
the effective anisotropic elastic property of the composite, is shown in Figure 4. 8. Here the
modulus values (at the deepest indentation considered) for the three multilayer composites
Al75/SiC25, Al50/SiC50 and Al25/SiC75 are overlaid on the plot showing the variation of
composite E 11 and E 22 with the SiC volume fraction. It is evident that the three discrete
points in Figure 4.8 are very close to the E 22 curve. This observation suggests that the
modulus obtained from indentation may be a good representation of the overall transverse
elastic modulus of the multilayers.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of the overall longitudinal modulus E 11 and transverse modulus E 22 with the
indentation-derived modulus values of the composites Al75/SiC25, Al50/SiC50 and Al25/SiC75.
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4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter a systematic finite element analysis was carried out to study the effective
elastic modulus of metal-ceramic multilayers obtained from the indentation technique. The
composite structure considered consists of a large number of layers and is free from any
substrate effect. Using Al/SiC as a model system, the modulus values, calculated from the
modeled indentation load-displacement curve during unloading, were compared with the
overall elastic property of the composites. It is noted that Al crystals possess a high degree of
isotropy and the SiC layers in this study are amorphous. The continuum approach employed
in this work is therefore appropriate. It was found that, when the indentation reaches beyond
about 8-10 initial thicknesses of the individual layers, the indentation response becomes
representative of the entire composite. The multilayer modulus derived from the indentation
test is consistent with the overall transverse (out-of-plane) modulus of the composite. The
findings apply to a wide range of relative thicknesses between the metal and ceramic layers,
and should serve as a useful guidance for experimental characterization of multilayer elastic
behavior using instrumented indentation. The composite geometry used in this chapter
consists of essentially “infinite” number of alternating metal and ceramic layers, so the
possible effect of the underlying substrate material was avoided. In reality this condition is
not always met. In the following chapter we will focus on experimental and numerical work
involving Al and SiC nanolayers on a silicon substrate, for attempting a thorough
understanding of the interaction between the substrate and the layers, as well as their
combined effect on the indentation response.
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Chapter 5 Effective Indentation Response of “Finite” Layers
In this chapter, models of multilayer composite on a substrate are considered. The substrate
effect on the elastic modulus and hardness of a multilayered model is studied, and the results
are compared with the experiments. The geometry of nanolayers in the experiment is the
same as that used in the numerical modeling. Some results presented in this chapter have
been published in [82].

5.1 Experimental background
The Al and SiC layers were magnetron-sputtered on the (111) single-crystal Si substrate. The
base pressure of the dual-gun sputtering chamber was approximately 10-7 Torr ( 1.33 × 10 −7
Pa). Targets of pure Al (99.99%) and SiC (99.5%) (Kurt Lesker, Clairton, PA) were used for
sputtering in argon atmosphere, at an argon pressure of about 3 mTorr (0.4 Pa). The Al was
sputtered using a DC sputter gun with a power of 95 W while the SiC was sputtered by a RF
sputter gun at 215 W. The targets were pre-sputtered for about 10 min at 40 W for Al and 95
W for SiC to remove any oxides and impurities from the surface. Under these conditions, the
deposition rates were 7.5 nm/min and 3.9 nm/min for Al and SiC, respectively.
Nanoindentation was conducted using a commercial nanoindenter (Nano-XP, MTS Systems,
Minneapolis, MN). The CSM technique was employed to obtain the Young’s modulus and
hardness as a function of indentation depth [83]. Focused ion beam (FIB), scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were employed for
characterization of the cross-section microstructure. The post-indented samples were cross-
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sectioned along the thickness for damage examination. A thin platinum layer was deposited
on the sample prior to FIB machining to minimize ion beam damage. Further experimental
details can be found in Ref. [31].

5.2 Indentation modeling
Two model systems are considered for indentation. One has 7 alternating layers of Al and
SiC on a Si substrate; the other has 41 alternating layers of Al and SiC on a Si substrate.
Figure 5.1 shows a representative schematic of multilayer Al/SiC films on Si. These choices
of Al/SiC layers were based on the actual number of layers in the experimental studies.

2

Al/SiC multilayers
1
3

Si substrate

Figure 5.1: Schematic showing the alternating metal-ceramic layers on substrate considered in this study.
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Simulations of indentation were based on an axisymmetric model featuring an elastic conical
indenter. Figure 5.2 shows the schematic of the model of indentation. The left boundary is
treated as the symmetry axis. The boundary conditions of the model are the same as those
provided in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The input elastic and plastic properties of Al, SiC, Si
and diamond were given in Chapter 3.
Elastic indenter

multilayers of Al/SiC

Si substrate

Figure 5.2: Schematic showing the multilayer on substrate model and the boundary conditions for
indentation modeling. The specimen and indenter both possess axial symmetry about the left boundary.
The rigid indenter has a semi-angle of 70.3°.

Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are used to calculate the elastic modulus. In our simulation the
parameter β was determined to be 1.11 for the 7-layer model and 1.04 for the 41-layer model
following the same approach provided in Chapter 3. The calculation of indentation-derived
modulus (Equation (3.2)) E from E r requires a known Poisson’s ratio of the composite.
Again
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we used the ν 23 value obtained from the modeling of overall uniaxial loading of the Al/SiC
composite, as described in Chapter 4. In experiments, the contact area A is calculated from
the indenter geometric relation

A = 24.5h 2

(5.2)

where h is the indentation depth. The area A obtained from Equation (5.2) is defined as the
theoretical contact area (A theoretical ), which has no pile up or sink in taken into account. It
should be noted that the post-indentation specimens showed that pile-up took place [31]. In
the finite element modeling the contact area can be directly obtained from the deformed
model showing pile-up (A true ). In the following discussion, we will include two sets of
modulus and hardness values from experiments: one with theoretical contact area and the
other with true contact area obtained from modeling.

a) 7-layer Al/SiC on Si
The indentation model we considered can be represented by Figure 5.2. The material model
consists of 7 alternating Al and SiC layers above a silicon (Si) substrate. The overall size of
the entire specimen is 1.5 μm in lateral span (radius) and 1 μm in height. In the upper portion
of the model there are a total of 7 alternating layers of Al and SiC and the top layer is Al.
Following the experimental conditions, three different volume ratios of Al/SiC are
considered for indentation modeling: Al50/SiC30, Al50/SiC50 and Al50/SiC70 (again, the
numbers represent the thickness of the individual layer, in nm). A total of 29,852 linear
elements were used in the model, with a finer mesh size near the upper-left corner.
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b) 41-layer Al/SiC on Si
The indentation model we considered can also be represented by Figure 5.2. The material
model consists of 41 alternating Al and SiC layers above a silicon (Si) substrate. The overall
size of the entire specimen is taken as 40 µm in lateral span (radius) and 43 µm in height.
The top layer is Al. The thickness of each Al or SiC layer is 50 nm. A total of 173,105 linear
elements were used in the model, with a finer mesh size near the upper-left corner.

5.3 Numerical results
a) 7 layer Al/SiC on Si
The elastic modulus values as a function of indentation depth, obtained from experiments and
finite element modeling, for the Al50/SiC30, Al50/SiC50 and Al50/SiC70 materials are
shown in Figures. 5.3 (a), (b), and (c), respectively. The range of indentation depth
considered spans from 18 nm (well within the initial top Al thickness) to 60 nm (well into the
first SiC layers). In each figure there are two sets of experimental data, which were obtained
based on two different calculated contact areas (A theoretical and A true ). The one marked with
“Expt (assuming no pile up)” is obtained from the contact area A theoretical . The one marked
with “Expt (corrected contact area)” is obtained from the contact area A true .
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Figure 5.3: Experimental and modeling results of the Young’s modulus as a function of indentation depth
for the (a) Al50/SiC30, (b) Al50/SiC50 and (c) Al50/SiC70 materials.

It can be seen that the contact area correction results in a reduction of modulus values due to
the larger true contact area. The modulus increases with indentation depth because of the
increasing influence of the SiC layers and the Si substrate. It is noted that, in all cases, the
Young’s modulus values are greater than that of a single Al film (measured to be 59 GPa).
Figures 5.3 (a)-(c) also show that the modeling result follows the same trend as the
experiment. (The modeling result is based on the direct true contact area.) At shallow
indentation, the modeling result is close to the “uncorrected” experimental value. At greater
indentation depths, however, the agreement is better between modeling and the “corrected”
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experimental data. This tendency implies a more accurate determination of the contact area
(better confidence) at larger depths and an increasing influence of the pile-up effect in the
actual measurement.

Although the indentation depth considered in this part of the study is relatively small, some
insight can still be gained by comparing the result with the true composite modulus of the
layered composite. When the entire Al/SiC laminates is treated as a composite, the material is
anisotropic but possesses in-plane isotropy. In this case there are five independent elastic
constants as described in Chapter 4. Our focus is on the longitudinal modulus E 11 and
transverse modulus E 22 (i.e., the upper and lower bounds, respectively) where the coordinate
system is defined in Figure 5.2. Figure 5.4 shows the calculated E 11 and E 22 overlaid on the
indentation-derived modulus data resulting from the experiment (with corrected contact area)
and modeling presented in Figure 5.3. Note E 22 should be the true composite modulus when
loaded along the indentation direction [77]. Parts (a), (b), (c) and (d) in Figure 5.4 show the
comparisons corresponding to the indentation depths of 18 nm, 23 nm, 42 nm and 60 nm,
respectively, and the different layer thicknesses are represented by the SiC volume fraction of
the Al/SiC composite. When the indentation depth is small, the indentation results are seen to
fall below the E 22 curve (Figures 5.4(a) and (b)). As the depth increases to 42 nm (Figure 5.4
(c)), the indentation-derived modulus already exceeds the composite E 22 value for any fixed
SiC volume fraction. We attribute this mainly to the Si substrate effect, especially because
this indentation depth is already about 10 to 15% of the total thickness of the Al/SiC film
stack. The SiC layers underneath are not able to give rise to such an increase in modulus
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(beyond E 22 ), as was found in our previous study free of the substrate effect in Chapter 4. At
a depth of 60 nm (Figure 5.4 (d)), the indentation result is at an even higher position relative
to E 22 . Note that the case of the lowest SiC volume fraction corresponds to the highest ratio
of penetration depth/total film thickness, and hence the greatest influence of the substrate.
This can explain the trend in Figures 5.4 (c) and (d) that a smaller SiC volume fraction results
in a relatively higher modulus over the span between E 11 and E 22 .
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of elastic modulus obtained from experimental indentation measurement
(“Expt”), indentation modeling (“FEM”), and modeling of overall composite modulus (“E11” and “E22”)
when the indentation depth is at (a) 18 nm, (b) 23 nm, (c) 42 nm and (d) 60 nm.
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b) 41-layer Al/SiC on Si
In this section both the indentation-derived elastic modulus and hardness are included in the
discussion. Figure 5.5 shows the modeled load-displacement curve with a maximum
indentation depth at 0.5 µm (which corresponds to 10 initial layer thickness).
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Figure 5.5: Simulated load-displacement curve during indentation loading and unloading.

For the purpose of gaining fundamental insight into the indentation response, two additional
models are used here as depicted in Figures 5.6 (a) and (b). First, the 41 layers of Al/SiC in
Figure 5.2 are replaced by a homogeneous material having the effective properties of the
Al/SiC multilayered composite, Figure 5.6 (a). The Si substrate in the model remains
unchanged. The effective elastic-plastic stress-strain response of the homogenized material
was obtained by a separate finite element analysis of overall compression loading along the
through-thickness direction of the Al/SiC multilayers. In particular, the anisotropic elastic
behavior, with five independent elastic constants for the transversely isotropic composite, is
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accounted for in the homogenized model as discussed in Chapter 4. In Figure 5.6 (b), the Si
substrate is also replaced by the homogenized Al/SiC multilayers. The difference between
the cases in Figures 5.6 (a) and 5.6 (b) is that the effect of the Si substrate on the indentation
response can be examined. The models in Figures 5.2, 5.6 (a) and 5.6 (b) are henceforth
termed “Al/SiC multilayers on Si,” “homogenized Al/SiC on Si,” and “homogenized Al/SiC,”
respectively.
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Figure 5.6: Schematics showing the two additional models: (a) the 41 layers of Al/SiC is replaced by the
homogenized Al/SiC composite above the Si substrate; (b) the entire material is the homogenized Al/SiC
composite.
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Figure 5.7 shows the simulated indentation hardness as a function of indentation depth for
the three models, up to a maximum depth of 1000 nm (about one half of the total thickness of
the multilayers). It can be seen, by comparing the cases of “homogenized Al/SiC on Si” and
“homogenized Al/SiC,” that the Si substrate effect on hardness is negligible when the
indentation is shallower than about 500 nm. The influence of the substrate becomes apparent
at a depth of 1000 nm, where an approximately 12% increase in hardness is observed. The
model “Al/SiC multilayers on Si” in Figure 5.7, however, shows much lower hardness values
compared to the other two. At small indentation depths, the top Al layer plays a relatively
important role in affecting the composite modulus so a lower hardness results. The overall
hardness increases as the indentation goes deeper (due to the increasing influence of SiC
layers as well as the Si substrate). However, at 1000 nm the hardness is still quite far behind
the homogenized composite response.

It is worth mentioning that the difference resulting from utilizing explicit multilayers and
homogenized composite in the model, observed in Figure 5.7, is not merely a consequence of
the indentation depth considered in the analysis. We found that, with the homogenized
approach the pile-up at the indentation edge is much reduced compared to the case with the
individual Al/SiC multilayers. Therefore the projected contact area, A, used in obtaining the
hardness, is also significantly affected. This fundamental difference, along with the
discrepancy shown in Figure 5.7, illustrate that, when modeling the indentation behavior of a
heterogeneous structure such as the multilayers considered here, a homogenization approach
may yield very inaccurate results. (Similar findings for particle-reinforced composite systems
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have also been reported [84, 85].)
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Figure 5.7: Simulated indentation hardness as a function of indentation depth, for the three models
“Al/SiC multilayers on Si” (Figure 1), “homogenized Al/SiC on Si” (Figure 10(a)), and “homogenized
Al/SiC” (Figure 10(b)).

Figure 5.8 shows the simulated elastic modulus, obtained from the indentation unloading
response, as a function of indentation depth for the three models “Al/SiC multilayers on Si,”
“homogenized Al/SiC on Si,” and “homogenized Al/SiC.” A comparison between the cases
of “homogenized Al/SiC on Si” and “homogenized Al/SiC” reveals the Si substrate effect.
Note the Young’s modulus of Si, 187 GPa, is still much greater than the effective modulus of
the Al/SiC composite along the thickness direction, so an increasing trend is seen in the
model due to the increasing substrate effect. From Figures 5.7 and 5.8 it can be seen that the
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effect of substrate on the elastic property is much more pronounced than on the hardness. The
effect on the elastic modulus is significant even when the indentation is shallow (e.g., well
within 10% of the homogenized multilayered film thickness). This finding is consistent with
that reported in Chapter 3, where a homogeneous Al film on a Si substrate is considered.

When the explicit Al and SiC layers are included in the model (“Al/SiC multilayers on Si”),
however, a different behavior of the indentation-derived elastic modulus is observed as in
Figure 5.8. Here the modulus remains relatively constant throughout the range of indentation
depth. The curve deviates from that of the “homogenized Al/SiC on Si” model as the
indentation depth increases, and the apparent substrate effect no longer exists. This may be
attributed to the extensive plastic deformation in Al during unloading, which will be reported
in the next chapter. The result in Figure 5.8 again raises the issue about the accuracy of using
instrumented indentation to quantify the elastic behavior of the multilayered composite.
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Figure 5.8: Simulated elastic modulus as a function of indentation depth obtained from the simulated
unloading part of the indentation curve, for the three models “Al/SiC multilayers on Si” (Figure 5.2),
“homogenized Al/SiC on Si” (Figure 5.7(a)), and “homogenized Al/SiC” (Figure 5.7(b)).

Next we consider the overall hardness and elastic modulus obtained from the indentation
experiments. The hardness values as a function of indentation depth, obtained from
experiments and finite element modeling, are shown in Figure 5.9. The range of indentation
depth considered here spans from 100 nm to 1000 nm. In the figure there are two sets of
experimental data, which were obtained based on two different calculated contact areas. The
labels “assuming no pileup” and “corrected contact area” are defined previously in this
chapter. From the finite element analysis, the hardness increases significantly with
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indentation depth for the range considered (same as the model “Al/SiC multilayers on Si”
shown already in Figure 5.7). The corrected experimental values in Figure 5.9 show a similar
trend, although the measured hardness is higher than the numerical prediction when the
indentation is shallower and it becomes close to, although a little lower than, the numerical
prediction when the indentation is deeper. The discrepancy may be due to the uncertainty of
the quantitative yield behavior used as input in the continuum-based model. It is worth
pointing out that, compared to the numerical results of “Al/SiC multilayers on Si” and
“homogenized Al/SiC on Si” presented in Figure 5.7, the experimental results in Figure 5.9
are much closer to the model “Al/SiC multilayers on Si,” further illustrating the importance
of incorporating the explicit layered structure in the modeling analysis.

Figure 5.10 shows the comparison of elastic modulus obtained from the indentation
measurement and finite element modeling. As in the case of hardness, two sets of
experimental data, one assuming no pile-up and the other with corrected contact area are
included in the figure. It can be seen that the corrected experimental modulus values are 1040 GPa greater than the numerical prediction. The difference is smaller when the indentation
depth is small. Further discussion will be given in section 5.4 and in Chapter 6 when the
deformation field in the Al layers is investigated.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of experimental and modeling results on the hardness as a function of
indentation depth.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of experimental and modeling results on the indentation-derived Young’s
modulus as a function of indentation depth.
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5.4 Conclusions
The numerical modeling is based on simple elastic-plastic response of the constituents. The
finite element model assumed perfect interfaces between the layers (i.e., the displacement
field is continuous so sliding along interfaces is prohibited). The quantitative mechanical
characteristic of the Al-SiC interface is not known. Hence the interface compliance may also
be a source of uncertainty. In the experiments, plastic deformation in metallic nanolayers can
be strongly affected by interface-mediated dislocation mechanisms [86, 87], although this
effect on elastic response is expected to be small because the elastic modulus is independent
of dislocation activities. In addition the finite element modeling uses an ideal laminate
geometry. In the actual materials there always exists non-ideal laminate geometry. The top
Al layer is not smooth. Inside the layered structure, small “bulges” and depressions of SiC
layers were also common (Figure 1.1), so the SiC layers are more of a wavy shape rather
than a perfect thin flat plate. Note these geometric features represent a structurally stiffer
layout (compared to a perfectly planar structure of uniform thickness) upon bending
deflection, which is essentially what SiC experiences during indentation. Therefore a stiffer
indentation response from actual experiments is to be expected.

In conclusion, we have found the importance of using explicit composite models in obtaining
accurate indentation response. A homogenized model is prone to significant errors. As in the
case of a single-layer film on a substrate, the substrate material also influence the
indentation-derived elastic modulus of the metal-ceramic multilayers to a significant degree.
The multilayer hardness, on the other hand, is relatively insensitive to the substrate. The
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interaction between the substrate and multilayered thin films, along with their combined
effect on nanoindentation behavior is apparently a complex problem. They may also
contribute to internal local damages during indentation loading, as will be examined in the
next chapter.
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Chapter 6 Analysis of Indentation Induced Deformation Field and Local
Damage
In this chapter we focus on the evolution of stress and deformation fields and internal
damages during indentation tests. Some of the results presented in this chapter have been
published in [34, 88].

6.1 Experiment observations
Figure 6.1 shows a FIB cross section of a representative indentation on the multilayers [31].
A part of the Berkovich indentation mark behind the sectioned surface is visible. It can be
seen that a symmetric pattern of damage exists. Two mid-level cracks appeared below the
edge of the indentation. Further below, cracking near the multilayers/substrate interface has
also occurred. These cracks were confirmed to be inside the Al layer. It is noted that these
localized failures only appeared below the indentation and are not a result of film deposition.
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Pt

Al/SiC Multilayers
Si substrate

1 µm
Figure 6.1: Cross-section image showing internal damage under the indentation in the Al/SiC
nanolayers. Cracks in the Al layer and at the multilayers/substrate interface are visible, Courtesy of N.
Chawla and D. R. P. Singh

In the sections below we present the finite element modeling results which can explain the
internal failure patterns observed experimentally. The geometry of nanolayers in the
experiment (41-layer Al/SiC on Si) is the same as that used in the numerical modeling.
6.2 Numerical simulations
The axisymmetric model is identical to the “Al/SiC multilayers on Si” used in Chapter 5.
a) Stress and deformation contours
In this section we present a series of contour plots to show the evolution of stress and
deformation fields inside the layered structure during indentation loading and unloading.
Plastic yielding follows the von Mises criterion and the incremental flow theory. In terms of
the principal stresses σ 1 , σ 2 and σ 3 , yielding commences when
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[

1
(σ 1 − σ 2 )2 + (σ 2 − σ 3 )2 + (σ 3 − σ 1 )2
2

]

1
2

=σy

(6.1)

where σ y is the yield strength of the material under uniaxial loading.

Figure 6.2 shows the hydrostatic stress developed in the model near the indentation contact
when the indentation depth is at 200 nm (Figure 3(a)) and 500 nm (Figure 3(b)) during
loading and after unloading from 500 nm (Figure 3(c)). The same legend scale is used in the
three plots so the stress magnitudes can be easily compared. The deformed laminate
geometry can be discerned in regions where a large color contrast exists. Figure 6.3 shows
the corresponding contour plots of equivalent plastic strain. It can be seen from Figure 6.2
that, directly below the indentation contact, very large compressive hydrostatic stresses were
generated. The compressive stress magnitudes in the Al layers are generally much greater
than those in SiC. This is due to the different plastic yielding response of the two materials.
The soft Al layers (with a small σ y , Equation (6.1)) have undergone severe plastic
deformation, as observed in Figure 6.3, and a large triaxial compressive stress state can be
superimposed in the material. While the SiC layers directly below the indentation have also
yielded (Figure 6.3), the large yield strength (σ y ) of SiC requires a much less compressive (or
even tensile) stresses of σ 11 and σ 33 than the highly compressive σ 22 (see the general relation
given in Equation (6.1)). The combination of these primary stress components thus results in
a much reduced hydrostatic compression in SiC. This interpretation is also supported by
information provided by other stress contour plots to be given below. Even in the Si substrate,
large hydrostatic compression exists below the indentation (Figure 6.2). This observation
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suggests the importance of the substrate material in affecting the indentation response. Even
when the indentation depth is within 10% of the total multilayer thickness (Figure 6.2(a)),
significant stress buildup in the Si substrate has begun.
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(a)

Indenter

Al/SiC multilayers

Multilayers/Si interface

Si substrate

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.2 Contours of hydrostatic stress near the indentation site, when the indentation depth is at (a)
200 nm, (b) 500 nm, and (c) after unloading.
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Upon unloading, the high stresses caused by the indentation were relieved to a great extent.
However, considerably large areas, in both the multilayers and substrate, are still under
residual compressive stresses well into the GPa range (Figure 6.2(c)). This is a manifestation
of the severity of plastic deformation occurred during loading. Another notable attribute
about unloading is the evolution of deformation field in Figure 6.3. A comparison between
Figures 6.3(b) and 6.3(c) reveals that the equivalent plastic strains in Al have actually
increased during the unloading process. This observation is unique because, in a
homogeneous material, indentation unloading is a pure elastic recovery process and the
accumulated plastic strain remains unchanged during unloading. (We have confirmed this by
carrying out an independent simulation where the Al/SiC multilayers were replaced by a
single Al layer of the same total thickness. It was observed that the equivalent plastic strain
contours remained exactly the same during indentation unloading.) It is apparent that, in the
present case of a heterogeneous structure, the internal constraint induced by the hard and stiff
SiC layers has forced the much softer Al to endure continued deformation even though the
composite as a whole is undergoing unloading. It is worth mentioning that the same
qualitative feature was found to exist when the indentation depth is relatively small. We
observed from our simulations that, if unloading starts from a depth of 200 nm (much
shallower than the case in Figure 6.3), plastic deformation in some parts of the Al layers can
already be detected in the model. The effect becomes more intensified as the indentation
depth increases.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.3 Contours of equivalent plastic strain near the indentation site, when the indentation depth is at
(a) 200 nm, (b) 500 nm, and (c) after unloading.
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Figures 6.4(a), (b) and (c) show the contour plots of maximum principal stress near the
indentation contact at depths of 200 nm and 500 nm during loading and after unloading from
500 nm, respectively. It can be seen that, although the Al layers were under high compressive
stresses directly below the indentation, significant tensile stresses have actually developed in
the SiC layers. An examination of the individual stress components (not shown) revealed that
the maximum principal stress in SiC is largely along the “hoop” direction (namely σ 33 ) of the
axisymmetric model. Apparently the increased circumferential length associated with the
indentation-induced “warping” has contributed to the generation of this in-plane tensile stress.
In addition, some parts of the SiC layers have experienced significant tensile stresses of σ 11 .
Note that these tensile stresses in SiC have contributed to the reduced hydrostatic
compression compared with Al as seen in Figure 6.2. Figure 6.4(b) also shows that large
tensile stresses are present in a small region around the interface between the multilayers and
Si substrate as highlighted by the arrow. After unloading, the residual stress remains high as
seen in Figure 6.4(c).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.4 Contours of maximum principal stress near the indentation site, when the indentation depth is
at (a) 200 nm, (b) 500 nm, and (c) after unloading.
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Attention is now turned to the normal stress component acting perpendicular to the layer
interfaces. Figure 6.5 shows the contour plots of σ 22 when the indentation depth is at (a) 200
nm, (b) 500 nm, and (c) after unloading. The contour levels in these figures were adjusted so
as to highlight the tensile σ 22 stresses evolved during loading and unloading (otherwise the
localized tensile stresses would be largely “hidden” by the predominant compressive field). It
can be seen that tensile stresses in the vertical direction have developed in certain areas
below and slightly outside the indentation edge since the early stages of deformation (Figure
6.5(a)). The tensile σ 22 -stressed region gradually shifts outward and the stress magnitude
increases as the indenter moves deeper. At an indentation depth of 500 nm, the maximum
tensile stress has well exceeded 200 MPa in many Al and SiC layers as well as in a small
region of the Si substrate (Figure 6.5(b)). Upon unloading, Figure 6.5(c), the region with high
tensile stresses has shifted slightly inward and two distinct high-stress areas have developed.
It is noticed from Figures 6.5(b) to 6.5(c) that the area with tensile σ 22 stresses has actually
expanded during unloading. This expansion is due to the fact that the heavily compressed
material directly below the indentation contact has undergone elastic recovery during
unloading, thus imposing a vertical pulling action on the region already under tension.
According to our preliminary simulation, the same qualitative feature can in fact be seen
even in a homogeneous material. The presence of the laminated structure with brittle SiC
layers was found to further enhance this phenomenon.
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(a)

(b)

Multilayers/Si
interface

(c)

Figure 6.5 Contours of σ 22 near the indentation site, when the indentation depth is at (a) 200 nm, (b) 500
nm, and (c) after unloading. The contour levels are adjusted to highlight the region with tensile stresses.
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Figures 6.6(a), (b) and (c) show the contour plots of shear stress σ 12 near the indentation
contact, at depths of 200 nm, 500 nm during loading and after unloading from 500 nm,
respectively. Local high shear stresses inside the several upper SiC layers can be observed. In
Figure 6.6(b) a highly stressed region within the Si substrate is also evident. After unloading,
the large shear stresses in the upper SiC layers changed sign and a reversed high shear state
was developed (Figure 6.6(c)). The Al layers have also undergone significant variations in

σ 12 during unloading, although its relatively small values (compared to that in SiC) makes it
less discernible in Figure 6.6 due to the chosen contour shading levels.
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(a)

(b)

Multilayers/Si
interface

(c)

Figure 6.6 Contours of shear stress σ 12 near the indentation site, when the indentation depth is at (a) 200
nm, (b) 500 nm, and (c) after unloading.
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b) History of stress and strain
To better understand the unloading-induced plastic deformation described in the previous
section (Figure 6.3), we selected a number of arbitrary material elements in the model and
followed their deformation histories during loading and unloading. Here two such cases are
presented. Figures 6.7(a) and (b) show the evolution of equivalent plastic strain and several
stress components (von Mises effective stress, normal stresses σ 11 , σ 22 and σ 33 , and shear
stress σ 12 ), respectively, of an element inside the Al layer in a region highlighted by the
circle on the right in Figure 6.3(b). The entire history of loading and unloading is included. In
Figure 6.7(a), it can be seen that the equivalent plastic strain increases at the later stages of
loading. The magnitude of plastic strain reaches about 0.08 when the indentation depth was
at 0.5 µm. At the beginning of unloading, the equivalent plastic strain continues to increase
and eventually attains a value of about 0.27. Note this is not the “reversed yielding” effect in
typical cyclic loading because there is no elastic unloading part before the restart of plastic
yielding. Here the plastic strain simply continues immediately upon load reversal. The plastic
strain ceases to increase only after the indenter no longer makes contact with the surface.

In Figure 6.7(b), it can be seen that, toward the end of indentation loading, large magnitudes
of compressive stresses σ 11 , σ 22 and σ 33 have developed. The shear stress σ 12 , on the other
hand, remains relatively low. The von Mises effective stress stays relatively constant (it
continues to increase slightly following the strain hardening response of the material). Upon
unloading, the magnitude of the normal stress components decreases rapidly. However, the
magnitude of the shear stress σ 12 quickly becomes significant. The net effect is that the von
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Mises effective stress remains at the yielding level so plastic deformation continues. The
buildup of the shear stress during unloading may be attributed to the uneven elastic relief
action of the adjacent SiC layers directly above and below.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.7 Evolution of (a) equivalent plastic strain and (b) several stress components of a material
element, inside an Al layer in the region highlighted by the right circle in Figure 6.3 (b), during the
indentation history. The symbols VM, S12, S33, S11 and S22 in (b) refer to the von Mises effective stress
and the stress components σ 12 , σ 33 , σ 11 and σ 22 , respectively.
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We now consider a second case, with the Al element in the region highlighted by the circle
on the left in Figure 6.3(b). The evolution of equivalent plastic strain and several stress
components (von Mises effective stress, normal stresses σ 11 , σ 22 and σ 33 , and shear stress

σ 12 ) in this element are shown in Figure 6.8. It can be seen that, compared to Figure 6.7, the
buildup of plastic strain and stresses occurred earlier in the loading process because the
material element in the present case is more directly underneath the indenter tip (rather than
closer to the edge). At the end of the loading the magnitudes of equivalent plastic strain and
normal stress components were also significantly greater. It is also noted that, toward the end
of the loading process, the magnitude of σ 22 exceeds those of σ 11 and σ 33 by 200-300 MPa
(corresponding approximately to the flow strength of Al). The major qualitative difference
between the cases in Figures 6.7 and 6.8 is that, in Figure 6.8(a), there is a brief pause in the
increase in plastic strain at the beginning of the unloading process. This is also manifested by
a temporary decrease in the von Mises effective stress shown in Figure 6.8(b). It is observed
in Figure 6.8(b) that the development of the shear stress σ 12 upon indentation unloading is
not as sudden as in the case of Figure 6.7, and the difference between σ 22 and the other
normal stresses quickly diminishes. A reduction in the von Mises stress thus takes place. As a
consequence, the material element experiences a brief elastic recovery at the onset of
unloading. However, the yield condition soon re-establishes because the magnitude of σ 22
falls below those of σ 11 and σ 33 , and the σ 12 magnitude also gradually increases. The
equivalent plastic strain continues to increase until the indentation contact is lost.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.8 Evolution of (a) equivalent plastic strain and (b) several stress components of a material
element, inside an Al layer in the region highlighted by the left circle in Figure 6.3 (b), during the
indentation history. The symbols VM, S12, S33, S11 and S22 in (b) refer to the von Mises effective stress
and the stress components σ 12 , σ 33 , σ 11 and σ 22 , respectively.
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The above presentation has demonstrated an important feature: plastic yielding during
unloading is associated with the buildup of shear stress and/or the rapid adjustment of
relative quantities of the normal stress components. As mentioned above the nonuniform
elastic relief of the SiC layers directly above and below may be the primary cause. It is worth
mentioning that, when we tracked the deformation histories of material elements inside the
much harder SiC layers, only elastic recovery during unloading was found (although SiC has
also experienced plasticity during loading). The continuation of plastic deformation in Al
during unloading is therefore a consequence of the internal mechanical constraint imposed by
the hard ceramic layers. This finding does raise the issue about the accuracy of using
instrumented indentation to quantify the elastic behavior of heterogeneous materials, because
the unloading process is no longer a simple elastic event. This may contribute to the
uncertainty of the elastic modulus results in Chapter 5.

c) Correlation with local damages
As shown in Fig 6.1 the positions of the cracks may now be correlated with the modeling
result. In Figure 6.4(b) where the contour plot of maximum principal stress at the peak
indentation is shown, large tensile stresses can be seen in a small region around the interface
between the multilayers and Si substrate. This location coincides with the near-interface
cracking observed in Figure 6.1. The large maximum principal stress was found to be a result
of significant triaxial tension, with however the σ 22 component being the most relevant
because the crack orientation is perpendicular to the 2-axis. It can be seen that the general
locations of both the mid-level and near-substrate cracks fall within the region with high
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tensile σ 22 stress shown in Figure 6.5(b). The stress value is well over 200 MPa. If the AlSiC and Al-Si interfaces are sufficiently strong, cracking inside the Al layer is then prone to
occur. One can also observe from Figures 6.5(b) and (c) that, the tension-stressed region
expands during unloading, and even upon complete unloading high residual tension is still
present. It is unclear if the internal failures in experiments took place during the loading or
unloading phases of the indentation (once local failure occurs, the stress field will be altered
significantly). Nevertheless, the numerical result in Figure 6.5 points to the interesting
possibility that indentation-induced local damage may also be driven by the unloading
process, if the layers have stayed intact during loading.

6.3 Conclusions
During indentation tests, local damages could happen within the specimen, such as void,
cracking and delamination. Some of these behaviors could be explained by the stress field
through modeling. Salient findings are summarized below.
1.

The indentation stress field was seen to spread to the substrate material during the

early stages of the loading process. After complete unloading, significant residual stresses
remained in the composite structure due to the severe plastic deformation.
2

Under indentation loading, the magnitudes of compressive hydrostatic stress were

much greater in the severely deformed Al layers than in the SiC layers, some parts of which
carried large tensile stresses along the radial and transverse directions.
3.

Significant tensile stresses along the vertical direction were found to exist below and

slightly outside the indentation edge, despite the predominant compressive stresses directly
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below the indentation contact. This vertical tensile stress field has actually expanded and the
stress magnitudes remained high after unloading. The local tensile stress field can explain
cracking in the mid-level Al layer and near the multilayers/substrate interface, observed
experimentally in post-indented specimens.
4.

During unloading, the equivalent plastic strain in the Al layers can continue to

increase (either immediately upon unloading or after a very brief pause). Therefore the
unloading process is not a simple recovery of elastic deformation as observed in single-phase
homogeneous materials.
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Chapter 7 Loading rate effects
In the previous chapters, all the numerical simulations are rate independent, as in the vast
majority of numerical studies on indentation using the finite element method. In reality,
however materials under indentation tend to display a certain degree of rate effect even at
room temperature. As a consequence, during experiment a hold time at the peak load is
frequently required so the material can reach a stable state. In this chapter we explore the
effects of indentation loading rate and hold time using a viscoplasticity model for the metallic
layer.
7.1 Model
Two models are employed to study the viscoplastic effect. One is a single Al film on a Si
substrate; the other is Al/SiC multilayers on a Si substrate under indentation, as schematically
shown in Fig 7.1. The thickness of single Al film is 2.05 µm with a Si substrate of 40.95 µm.
The thickness of each Al or SiC layer is 50 nm with a Si substrate of 40.95 µm.
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Figure 7.1: Schematics showing the two rate dependent models: (a) Single Al film above the Si substrate;
(b) Al/SiC composite above the Si substrate.
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The boundary conditions are the same as those in previous chapters. The properties of the
materials are the same except for one difference, which is the rate dependent yielding of Al.
The basic plastic yielding parameter is given for a “slow strain rate” behavior. The plastic
flow stresses at other strain rates, higher than the “slow strain rate”, can be obtained from the
basic plastic yielding information and the yield ratio R, which is given by

𝑅𝑅 = 𝜎𝜎�𝜎𝜎 𝑜𝑜

(7.1)

where σ is the plastic flow stress at current strain rate and σ0 at is the flow stress for the “slow
strain rate”. The true viscoplastic response of pure Al thin film is not available (it should also
depend on the deposition condition, thermal history and microstructure). Therefore, we use
the previous rate-independent plastic curve as the basis for the “slow strain rate” behavior. A
strain rate of 10-6 is chose to be the “slow strain rate” and the plastic flow stresses are given
in Table 7.1. The strain-rate hardening response (yield ratio) is chosen to follow that of a
bulk Al alloy 2024-T351 [89], which is provided in Table 7.2. In between the specified strain
rates, interpolation is used. It is noted that we do not attempt to carry out a comprehensive
study on the viscoplastic effect. Rather, we seek to gain some qualitative insight using the
current modeling framework.
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Table 7.1 Plastic property of Al at strain rate of 10-6

Plastic strain

Plastic flow stress
(MPa)

0

200

0.5

300

3

400

Table 7.2 Strain rate hardening

Strain rate

Yield ratio R

1*10-6

1

5*10-6

1.0305

1*10-5

1.0436

5*10-5

1.074

1*10-4

1.0871

5*10-4

1.1176

1*10-3

1.1307

5*10-3

1.1612

1*10-2

1.1743

5*10-2

1.2047

1*10-1

1.2178

5*10-1

1.2483
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7.2 Numerical results
(a) Load-displacement curve of Al/Si model
Figure 7.2 shows the indentation load-displacement curve of the Al film/Si substrate model
with a maximum load of 100 µN with two different loading rates. The loading sequence is
load –unload (without any holding time before unloading). The red curve shows the one with
a loading rate 10 µN/s and the blue of 1 µN/s. With the same peak load, the rate of 1 µN/s
results in a slightly larger displacement than the one with rate of 10 µN/s. From Figure 7.2
(b), at beginning of unloading, the displacement continues to increase when the load starts to
drop due to the viscous material behavior. This leads to a “nose” shape at the onset of
unloading. The curve with the higher loading rate (10 µN/s) shows a more pronounced nose
compared to the case of 1 µN/s loading rate meaning that the higher rate results in a less
“settled” state at the peak load.

Figure 7.3 shows the load-displacement curve of the Al film/Si substrate model, with a
maximum load of 100 µN with different loading rates. The loading sequence is load-holdunload. The red curve shows the one with a loading rate 10 µN/s and the blue curve of 1
µN/s. The holding time is 10 s in both cases. With the same peak load first reached, the one
with rate of 1 µN/s has a larger displacement than that of 10 µN/s. During holding, the
displacements continue to increase for both cases. The fact that the displacement increases to
approximately the same values for both models suggests that l0 s duration is sufficient for the
Al to reach a stable state. At the beginning of unloading, the displacements start to drop with
the load without forming a “nose” shape. Therefore, the experimental practice of including a
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hold time before unloading is now validated numerically.
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Figure 7.2: Load-displacement curves of the Al/Si model with loading rates of 10 µN/s and 1 µN/s (a)
Overall curve (b) Beginning part of the unloading curve.
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Figure 7.3: Load-displacement curves of the Al/Si model with loading rates of 10 µN/s and 1 µN/s with 10
s holding time(a) Overall curve (b) Beginning part of the unloading curve.
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Figure 7.4 shows the load-displacement curves of the Al/Si model with a maximum load of
100 µN with a loading rate of 1 µN/s. The red curve shows the one with loading sequence of
load-unload, while the blue curve shows the one with a loading sequence of load-hold-unload.
In order to obtain the elastic modulus, the slope of the beginning part of the unloading is
needed. With the rate-dependent behavior, it is seen that holding is necessary to give rise to a
proper slope of the unloading curve if one uses the very beginning part of the unloading
curve for the modulus calculation.

Figure 7.5 shows the load-displacement curves of the Al/Si model with a maximum load of
100 µN with a loading rate of 10 µN/s. The red curve shows the one with loading sequence
of load-unload, while the blue curve show the one with a loading sequence of load-holdunload. The same observations were made as in the case with a loading rate of 1 µN/s.
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Figure 7.4: Load-displacement curves of the Al/Si model with loading rate of 1 µN/s with no holding time
and 10 s holding time (a) Overall curve (b) Beginning part of the unloading curve.
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Figure 7.5: Load-displacement curves of the Al/Si model with loading rate of 10 µN/s with no holding
time and 10 s holding time (a) Overall curve (b) Beginning part of the unloading curve.
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We now consider the cases with a higher peak load. Figure 7.6 shows the load-displacement
curve of Al/Si model with a maximum load of 1000 µN with two different loading rates.
There is no holding time included here. The red curve shows the one with a loading rate 10
µN/s and the blue curve of 1 µN/s. Very similar observations were made as the models with a
maximum load of 100 µN in the previous section. With the same peak load of 1000 µN, the
one with a rate of 1 µN/s has a slightly larger displacement than the one with a rate of 10
µN/s. At the beginning of unloading, the displacements continue to increase when the loads
start to drop due to the viscoplastic effect as seen in Figure 7.6 (b). The “nose” portion within
the unloading curve has a similar size.

Figure 7.7 shows the load-displacement curve of the Al/Si model with a maximum load of
1000 µN with different loading rates. The loading sequence is load-hold-unload. The red
curve shows the one with a loading rate 10 µN/s and the blue curve of 1 µN/s. The holding
time is 10 s in both cases. During holding, the displacements of the two models continue to
increase, but to different values at the end of the l0 s duration. The maximum displacement of
loading rate 1 µN/s is still larger than the maximum displacement of loading rate 10 µN/s.
This is different from the case with a peak load of 100 µN (Figure 7.3 (b)), which suggests
that, at a higher peak load, a longer hold time is needed to reach a stable condition. From
Figure 7.7 (b), at the beginning of unloading, the displacement with loading rate of 10 µN/s
starts to decrease with the load; while the displacement with loading rate of 1 µN/s continues
to increase first and then decreases. The holding time is not long enough in this case of a
loading rate of 1 µN/s to avoid the time dependent phenomenon during unloading. The main
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implication of this analysis is that, during nanoindentation testing, the minimum hold time
required to reach stabilization depends on the applied peak load and loading rate as well as
on the detailed viscoplastic properties of the materials.
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Figure 7.6: Load-displacement curves of Al on Si model with loading rates of 10 µN/s and 1 10 µN/s (a)
Overall curve (b) Beginning part of the unloading curve.
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Figure 7.7: Load-displacement curves of Al on Si model with loading rates of 1 µN/s and 10 µN/s with 10
s holding time(a) Overall curve (b) Beginning part of the unloading curve.
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Figure 7.8 shows the load-displacement curves for the case of a maximum load of 1000 µN
with a loading rate of 1 µN/s. The corresponding plots for the loading rate of 10µN/s are
shown in Figure 7.9. They were plotted to compare the holding and no holding results.
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Figure 7.8: Load-displacement curves of Al on Si model with loading rate of 1 µN/s with no holding time
and 10 s holding time (a) Overall curve (b) Beginning part of the unloading curve.
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Figure 7.9: Load-displacement curves of Al on Si model with loading rate of 10 µN/s with no holding
time and 10 s holding time (a) Overall curve (b) Beginning part of the unloading curve.
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(b) Young’s modulus and hardness of the Al/Si model
For all the cases presented above, we follow the same method in Chapter 5 to obtain the
modulus and hardness of the Al film. The results are listed in Table 7.3 and 7.4. Note that in
the cases with a “nose” at the beginning of unloading, the data in the “nose” part is ignored in
the curve fitting procedure so a more accurate modulus value can be obtained. For a
maximum load of 100 µN, the modulus values are around 62 GPa, which is slightly higher
than the input value of 59 GPa. For a maximum load of 1000 µN, the modulus values are
around 72 GPa, which is no doubt affected by the Si substrate. The loading rate does not
seem to play a significant role. In addition, although the hold time results in a “better shape”
of the unloading curve, it does not necessarily generate a modulus value closer to the model
input.

Table 7.3 Modulus of the Al/Si model

No holding

10 s holding time

(GPa)

(GPa)

Rate=1µN/s

62.2

63.2

Rate=10µN/s

62.5

60.4

Peak load=1000

Rate=1µN/s

71.9

72.3

µN

Rate=10µN/s

72.2

73.3

Peak load=100 µN

For a maximum load of 100 µN, the hardness values in the no hold cases are much higher
than the values in the cases with hold (Table 7.4). This is apparently due to the continuous
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increase in contact area during the 10 s hold. For a maximum load of 1000 µN, the hardness
values are less affected by the hold. The relatively constant values in the right-most column
in Table 7.4 suggest the importance of employing a hold duration when performing
nanoindentation tests to measure the hardness.

Table 7.4 Hardness of the Al/Si model

No holding

10 s holding time

(MPa)

(MPa)

Rate=1µN/s

772.0

734.6

Rate=10µN/s

812.5

735.3

Peak load=1000

Rate=1µN/s

737.5

736.8

µN

Rate=10µN/s

763.0

749.3

Peak load=100 µN

(c) Load-displacement curve of the Multilayer/Si model
Attention is now turned to the model with 41 layers of Al/SiC on a Si substrate. Figure 7.10
shows the load-displacement curve with a maximum load of 100 µN with two different
loading rates. The loading sequence is load –unload with no holding time. The red curve
shows the one with a loading rate 10 µN/s and the blue curve of 1 µN/s. The corresponding
plots for the cases with a 10 s hold time are shown in Figure 7.11.

Figure 7.12 shows the load-displacement curves with a maximum load of 100 µN with a
loading rate of 1 µN/s. The red curve shows the one with the loading sequence of load-
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unload; while the blue curve shows the one with the loading sequence of load-hold-unload.
For comparison the corresponding plots for the cases of loading rate of 10 µN/s are shown in
Figure 7.13. In all these figures, the curves behave in a qualitatively similar way as the Al
film/Si model. However, the time-dependent effects appear to be less significant for
multilayers.
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Figure 7.10: Load-displacement curves of 41-layer Al/SiC on Si model with loading rates of 10 µN/s and
1 µN/s (a) Overall curve (b) Beginning part of the unloading curve.
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Figure 7.11: Load-displacement curves of 41-layer Al/SiC on Si model with loading rates of 10 µN/s and
1 µN/s with 10 s holding time (a) Overall curve (b) Beginning part of the unloading curve.
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Figure 7.12: Load-displacement curves of 41-layer Al/SiC on Si model with loading rate of 1 µN/s with
no holding time and 10 s holding time (a) Overall curve (b) Beginning part of the unloading curve.
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Figure 7.13: Load-displacement curves of 41-layer Al/SiC on Si model with loading rate of 10 µN/s with
no holding time and 10 s holding time (a) Overall curve (b) Beginning part of the unloading curve.
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(d) Young’s modulus and hardness of the multilayer/Si model
The modulus and hardness values are calculated and listed in Table 7.5 and 7.6.
For a maximum load of 100 µN, the modulus values are around 104 GPa, which is a little
lower than the true composite modulus value of 117 GPa. However, since the maximum
indentation depth considered here is only slightly over one initial layer thickness, a lower
modulus value is to be expected.

Table 7.5 Modulus of 41 layer Al/SiC on Si

Peak load=100 µN

No holding

10 s holding time

(GPa)

(GPa)

Rate=1µN/s

105.1

105.1

Rate=10µN/s

103.4

103.0

In Table 7.6, the hardness values in the no hold cases are slightly higher than the values in
the cases with a 10 s hold. The hold time appears to lead to a more reliable result (apparently
the same hardness values for different loading rates), although the influence by the hold is
much smaller compared to the case of a single Al film.
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Table 7.6 Hardness of 41 layer Al/SiC on Si

Peak load=100 µN

No holding

10 s holding time

(MPa)

(MPa)

Rate=1µN/s

1085.7

1075.7

Rate=10µN/s

1096.0

1077.5

7.3 Conclusions
With the simulation framework considered in this chapter, we conclude that the viscoplastic
behavior of the material can affect its indentation response. The inclusion of a hold time at
the peak load can help stabilize the indentation load-displacement curve. The hardness
obtained after the hold is more reliable; the elastic modulus, on the other hand, does not seem
to be affected much. The required minimum hold time is sensitive to the actual peak load
used in the indentation. Within the load rate range of 1-10 µN/s, the loading rate itself plays
only a small role in affecting the indentation result. Compared to the case of a single Al film,
the Al/SiC multilayers display a less significant time-dependent behavior during indentation.
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Chapter 8 Microcompression of pillars

In conjunction with the experimental effort by our collaborators in Arizona State University,
we also performed finite element modeling on the microcompression loading of Al/SiC
multilayer pillars. As introduced in Chapter 2, this is a special form of “indentation” test,
where a flat-bottom indenter is used to press onto a rod-like specimen prepared by FIBmilling, shown schematically in Figure 8.1.

Figure 8.1: Schematics showing microcompression on a pillar with base.

8.1 Numerical simulation of Si pillar
Two dimensional axisymmetric models were constructed for the analysis. Figure 8.2 (a) and
(b) show the models of a stand-alone pillar and a pillar connected to a base, respectively.
Note in reality that there is always a deformable base (the substrate), so Figure 8.2 (a)
represents an idealized configuration. One important issue is that the base always absorbs
some deformation during loading, so it is essential to numerically quantify the deformation
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experienced by the pillar itself. The geometry of the model is defined by the pillar height h,
pillar cross section radius r （or cross section diameter d）, base height H and base width W.
The aspect ratio of the pillar is defined as the ratio of pillar height over pillar cross section
diameter (h/d).

indenter
r

Indenter

h

pillar

r

h

pillar

H

base
Axisymmetric

Axisymmetric

axis

axis

w

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.2: Schematics showing the two pillar model: (a) Single pillar under microcompression; (b)
Pillar with base under microcompression

(a) Base height effect of Si pillar model
To gain a basic understanding of pillar deformation, we first consider a reference case of Si
pillar and Si base. Two models with different pillar aspect ratios are considered. Model I was
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constructed with the following dimensions: pillar height h=3µm, cross section diameter
d=2µm, and a resulting aspect ratio of 1.5. Model II was constructed with the following
dimensions: pillar height h=6µm, cross section diameter d=2µm, and a resulting aspect ratio
of 3. For each model, the following four cases with different base heights were first studied: i)
W=500µm, H=500µm, ii) W=500µm, H=50µm, iii) W=500µm, H=5µm, iv) no base. The
input elastic modulus is 187 GPa and the Poisson ratio is 0.28. Compression tests were
carried out, with the coefficient of friction between the diamond indenter and the pillar top
being indented on to be 0.1. The apparent Young’s modulus is obtained from the slope of
stress-strain curve as shown in Figure 8.3.
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Figure 8.3 Representative stress-strain curve of microcompression simulation on Si

All the modulus values are given in Table 8.1. The data are also plotted in Figure 8.4. The
apparent modulus of Si, in the Si pillar model with no base, is close to the input value of Si.
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The apparent modulus of Si, in the Si pillar model with a base, is lower. The elastic modulus
is closer to the input value when the base is thinner; it is much lower than the input value
when the base is thicker. The modulus values is affected by the thickness of the base.

Table 8.1 Young’s modulus of Si pillar with a base width of 500 µm.

Base height

Model I (GPa)

Model II (GPa)

(µm)

Aspect ratio=1.5

Aspect ratio=3

0

176.8

181.7

5

130.1

153.4

50

123.7

148.9

500

123.1

148.5
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Figure 8.4: a) Simulated modulus values of Si pillar with different base heights and aspect ratios. b) The
same data presented in a different graphical form.
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(b) Base width effect of the Si pillar model
The effect of base width under a fixed base height is now examined. Model I and Model II
are still used for denoting the two pillar aspect ratios: 1.5 and 3, respectively. For each model,
the following four cases with different base geometries were studied: i) W=500µm,
H=500µm, ii) W=50µm, H=500µm, iii) W=5µm, H=500µm, iv) no base. The input
properties of the Si and the friction between the diamond indenter and the pillar top are the
same as those in section (a). The simulated modulus values are given in table 8.2 and plotted
in Figure 8.5. The calculated elastic modulus is closer to the input value when the base is
wider; it decreases dramatically with the width of the base. Therefore, it is necessary to have
a wider base in order to get a more accurate stress-strain behavior for the pillar.

Table 8.2 Young’s modulus of Si pillar with a base height of 500 µm

Base width

Model I (GPa)

Model II (GPa)

(µm)

Aspect ratio=1.5

Aspect ratio=3

0

176.8

181.7

5

23.2

41.3

50

118.8

145.3

500

123.1

148.5
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Figure 8.5: Simulated modulus of Si pillar with different base widths and aspect ratios.

(c) Friction and fillets
We also investigated the effects of the contact friction and the possible fillets at the corner of
the pillar bottom and the base. For the previous simulations the friction between the diamond
indenter and the pillar top is set to be 0.1. We construct a free sliding (coefficient of friction
to be zero) model with the following geometry: pillar height h=3µm, cross section diameter
d=2µm, and a resulting aspect ratio of 1.5 with no base. The apparent modulus of Si is found
to be 175.4 GPa, close to 176.8 GPa (modulus of the same model with a coefficient of
friction of 0.1) given in Table 8.1. Therefore the friction has no significant effects on the
modulus values obtained from the compression tests.
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There are no fillets considered in the previous models. We now include fillet , which has a
radius of 0.2 µm, between the pillar and the base. The following geometry is used: pillar
height h=3µm, cross section diameter d=2µm, and a resulting aspect ratio of 1.5 with base
height and width both to be 500 µm. The apparent modulus is found to be 126.0 GPa, slightly
higher, but close to 123.0 GPa (modulus of the same model without a fillet) given in Table
8.1. There does not seem to be any significant effects if the fillet radius is kept sufficiently
small.

8.2 Numerical simulation of the Al/SiC pillar
(a) Elastic modulus of the multilayer composite pillar
We now consider pillars made of Al/SiC multilayers. Figure 8.6 shows the schematics of a
41-layer Al/SiC pillar on Si base. The compression axis is perpendicular to the layer
directions.
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Figure 8.6: Schematics showing the Al/SiC multilayer pillar on a Si base

The stress-strain curve and apparent Young’s modulus can be directly obtained from the
finite element analysis. Table 8.3 lists the simulated Young’s modulus for the model. The
apparent modulus is 77 GPa, much below the true modulus value for the Al/SiC multilayers
of 117 GPa, which was obtained in Chapter 4. This is attributed to the compliance of the Si
base and diamond indenter. The corrected pillar modulus can be obtained by subtracting the
axial strains of the indenter and/or base from the total axial strain. The results are also shown
in Table 8.3. It can be seen that the contribution of the Si base is very significant and that of
the indenter is moderate. When the compliances of both are accounted for, the true Al/SiC
composite modulus of 117 GPa can be recovered. This finding suggests the importance of
correcting the raw data by accounting for the base and “machine” deformation when
conducting experimental studies.
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Table 8.3 Young’s modulus of the multilayer pillar (Figure 8.6)

Modulus (GPa)
FEM-direct

77.2

FEM-diamond compliance correction

80.7

FEM-Si compliance correction

110.0

FEM-diamond & Si compliance correction

117.3

True E 22 of Al50SiC50 composite
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We now focus on the stress-strain curves when the deformation is sufficiently large to cause
significant plastic yielding. During deformation, the cross section area changes in a nonuniform manner. Here we use the cross section area in the middle of the pillar for calculating
the stress. The stress-strain curve of the pillar structure, together with the stress-strain curve
of the true composite, are plotted in Figure 8.7. The stress-strain curve of the true composite
is plotted using the data from the model of uniaxial loading discussed in Chapter 4. The
stress-strain curve of multilayer pillar is significantly below the curve of the true composite.
One reason could be the compliance of the indenter and the base. At the nominal strain, the
actual strain of the pillar itself is smaller than the nominal strain, so the stress is much lower
than the stress of the true composite. Another reason could be the extrusion of the Al layer
under compression which will be discussed in section (c).
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Figure 8.7: Stress strain curves of multilayer pillar model and true composite.

(b) Elastic modulus of the multilayer composite pillar with taper
In experiments, the pillar is produced by FIB milling. It is difficult to achieve a true vertical
side wall from the process, so there is always an angle as schematically shown in Figure 8.8.
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Figure 8.8: Schematics showing the pillar model with taper

To examine how this imperfect geometry may influence the test result, we constructed one
set of models of the 41-layer pillar on a Si base with different taper angles of 1º, 2º and 4º.
For comparison purposes, we also constructed another set of models of pure Al pillar on an
Al base, with the same taper angles of 1º, 2º and 4º.

For each model, we have conducted the compression simulation with a displacement up to
0.3 µm. The stress-strain curves of each model, together with the one with no taper, are
plotted in Figure 8.9. When the strain is relatively small, all the curves are very close to one
another. When the strain is large enough, the curves with taper are all below the curve of the
non-tapered model. The difference increases with an increasing taper angle. For practical
purpose, the effect may be ignored if the taper angle is within 1-2º.
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Figure 8.9: Stress strain curves of multilayer pillar with taper angle of 1º, 2º and 4º

The Young’s modulus of all the multilayer pillar models with different taper angels are
calculated and listed in Table 8.4. The values in the left column are those obtained directly
from finite element analysis, while the ones in the right column are the ones with the
compliance correction of diamond and Si following the same approach as in the previous
section. One can see that the taper does not have any significant effect on the modulus values.
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Table 8.4 Young’s modulus of multilayer pillar with taper

FEM-direct

FEM-diamond & Si

(GPa)

compliance correction
(GPa)

No taper

77.2

117.0

1º

77.0

115.6

2º

76.8

115.4

4º

76.1

114.7

(c) Stress and deformation evolutions
Before examining the stress evolution of the multilayer pillar model, we first present the
simulation results on the pure Al pillar with an Al base. Figure 8.10 (a) and (b) shows the
equivalent plastic strain contours of the pure Al pillar with no taper, at the compression
displacement of 100 nm and 325 nm respectively. Figure 8.11 (a) and (b) shows the
equivalent plastic strain contours of the pure Al pillar with a 2 º taper angle at 100 nm and
325 nm compression depths, respectively. The deformations for the tapered and non-tapered
model are quite similar, with the deformation of the tapered model being a little stronger.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.10: Equivalent plastic strain of the pure Al pillar at compression depths of (a) 100 nm and (b)
325 nm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.11: Equivalent plastic strain of the pure Al pillar with a 2º taper angle at compression depths of
(a) 100 nm. and (b) 325 nm.
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Figure 8.12 (a), (b) and (c) show the Von Mises stress contours of the multilayer pillar, with
no taper, at compression depths of 100 nm, 200 nm and 325 nm, respectively. It is evident
that the Al layers deformed much more than the SiC layers. At greater depths, a significant
portion of the soft Al layers was extruded out from the side. This extrusion of Al layer could
be the reason that the stress-strain curve of the multilayer pillar is below the curve of true
composite. When Al extruded out the overall stress will become smaller than the theoretical
stress.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8.12: Von Mises stress contours of the Al/SiC multilayer pillar on a Si base at compression depths
of (a) 100 nm, (b) 200 nm, and (c) 325 nm.

Figure 8.13 (a), (b) and (c) show the Von Mises stress contours of the multilayer pillar model
with 2º taper angle at compression depths of 100 nm, 200 nm and 325 nm, respectively. The
Al layer deformed much more than SiC layers. It is interesting to observe that, with only a
small taper angle, the several Al layers near the top have undergone severe squeezing and
were extruded much further out compared to the lower Al layers. It is worth pointing out that,
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in the case of a pure Al pillar (Figure 8.11), such type of deformation was not observed even
with taper. The uneven extrusion of Al is caused by the multilayer arrangement.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8.13: Von Mises stress contours of the Al/SiC multilayer pillar on a Si base with a 2º taper angle
at compression depth of (a) 100 nm, (b) 200 nm, and (c) 325 nm.

8.3 Comparison with experiments
The measured overall stress-strain curves of the pillars are currently not available. Here we
only focus on the deformed configuration of the Al/SiC multilayer pillar. Figure 8.14 (a) and
(b) show the experimental SEM pictures of the pillar before and after, respectively, the
compression tests. The 2º taper can be seen in the as-processed specimen (Figure 8.14 (a)).
Figure 8.14 (b) shows a dramatic view that the upper half of the pillar has been crushed,
while the lower half remains relatively intact. Although the experimental picture at smaller
displacement is not available, the severe localization of deformation in the upper portion can
still be correlated with the simulated result in Figure 13(c). This comparison, along with the
other geometric features studied in the previous sections, serves to illustrate the versatility of
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applying finite element modeling in studying the mechanical behavior of nano- and microscale materials.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.14: SEM images of multilayer pillar structure (a) before compression, and (b) after
compression, Courtesy of N. Chawla and D. R. P. Singh

8.4 Conclusions
In a typical micro-pillar structure, the base (substrate) was found to play a significant role in
the measured mechanical response. The apparent elastic modulus obtained from the stressstrain curve can be much smaller than the true modulus of the pillar. Correction accounting
for the base and indenter compliance is needed. The overall stress-strain curve calculated
from the pillar/base model is also significantly lower than that of the true Al/SiC composite.
A tapered side wall of the pillar is seen to affect the modulus and stress-strain response only
slightly. Taper, however, can affect the overall deformation configuration dramatically. In
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the tapered Al/SiC multilayer pillar, the Al layers in the upper portion tend to deform much
more severely and protrude sideways. The simulation result can be used to rationalize
experimental observations.
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Chapter 9 Conclusions and future work
In this research systematic numerical finite element analyses were carried out to study the
indentation behavior of nano-scale composite laminates. The model system consists of
multilayered Al and SiC thin films above a Si substrate. The main objectives were to gain a
comprehensive understanding of how the nanocomposite responds to indentation loading,
and to provide support and guidance for the experimental counterpart of this research.
Detailed analyses on the effective composite response, the evolution of deformation fields
and their correlation with internal damage, the rate-dependent effect, the assessment of
microcompression tests of the pillar structure, as well as many other geometric and material
issues related to nanoindentation and microcompression are documented in this dissertation.
Conclusions for the individual subtopics were given at the end of each chapter. Here, only
several salient findings are summarized.
1. For both the simple film/substrate system and multilayers, the substrate material was
found to have a strong influence on the indentation-derived elastic modulus, even
when the indentation is relatively shallow. Hardness of the thin film or multilayers,
however, is less affected by the substrate.
2. In cases where the influence of substrate does not exist (e.g., “infinite” number of
layers), the effective composite elastic modulus can be retrieved when the indentation
depth is beyond about several initial layer thicknesses. The composite modulus thus
obtained represents the true transverse modulus of the laminates well. The hardness
measurement, however, shows an entirely different behavior. Even when the
indentation depth is very large (e.g., halfway into the total multilayer thickness), the
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hardness value is still far below the true composite hardness (represented by the
homogenized composite).
3. During the unloading phase of the indentation, the soft Al layers can continue to
undergo plastic deformation. The unloading response is thus much more complex
than the conventional purely elastic recovery process observed in single-phase metals.
This observation raises the issue about the accuracy, or even validity, of using
instrumented indentation to quantify the elastic behavior of heterogeneous materials.
4. Using a load-controlled modeling setup, the time-dependent effects in
nanoindentation were illustrated. The existence of a hold time after reaching the peak
load can help stabilize the indentation response. In comparison with the case of a
single film, the multilayered composite displays a less time-dependent behavior.
5. Results from the compression tests on the micro-pillar structure showed a strong
dependence on the specimen geometry. It is essential to correct the raw data by taking
into account the compliance of the pillar base and the machine. A tapered side wall
affects the overall stress-strain response only slightly. However, in the case of Al/SiC
multilayered pillar, a small degree of taper gives rise to severe extrusion of the Al
layers out of the side boundary in the top portion of the pillar, leading to a highly nonuniform deformation configuration not seen in pillars made out of a homogeneous
material.
6. A general conclusion, and perhaps the most important one, resulting from this work is
that, when performing indentation modeling (including microcompression), it is
essential to incorporate the true heterogeneous nature of the composite structure into
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the analysis. Homogenizing the composite may lead to very inaccurate results.
Important information pertaining to the micro- and nano-scale features may also be
lost due to the homogenization.

With the numerical findings listed above, we propose the following areas that merit
further research:
1. To better understand the stress and deformation evolution under the indenter, a threedimensional Berkovich indenter model could be used. It should be interesting to learn
how the stress, deformation and pile-up appear under the edge and the side corner of
the indenter and compare their difference. It will better explain the internal damages
observed experimentally.
2. As discussed in Chapter 5 and 6, the current model utilized an idealized geometry.
Some geometrical imperfections may be included in the model and their effects may
be characterized. It will be particularly interesting to examine how the evolution of
stress field and the continuation of plastic deformation during unloading will be
affected by the more realistic model geometry.
3. For the viscoplastic behavior of the material under indentation, studies can be carried
out to incorporate a wider range of the loading and unloading rates, different lengths
of the holding time, and a more thorough analysis of the time-dependent indentation
response of the layered composite. The actual viscoplastic property of Al thin films
also need to be characterized experimentally for use as the model input.
4. For the pillar compression model, a more detailed stress-strain comparison between
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the simulation and experiment can be carried out. It will be interesting to learn how
misalignment between the indenter and the pillar affects the results using finite
element modeling.

Overall, it is felt that the current understanding of the indentation behavior of heterogeneous
materials is still primitive. This dissertation research may be viewed as an important early
step for advancing the status of knowledge in this area.
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